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Abstract The realization of precise height systems demands to assess the effect and
necessity of approximations made to the pure theory. In this context, the formulas for the
geoid–quasigeoid separation as presented by Flury and Rummel (J Geod 83:829–847,
2009) and further discussed by Sjo¨berg (J Geod 84:699–702, 2010) are reinterpreted.
Starting from the fully topographically reduced gravity disturbance, a modification of the
strict formulation of the downward continuation and the indirect effect according to Sjo¨-
berg (2010) is given. In practice any implementation of the formula requires approxima-
tions in order to realize the downward continuation of gravity along the plumbline with the
help of density assumptions and a topography model. The significance of the individual
contributors to a refined approximation, taking into account the indirect effect and the first-
order gravity gradient, is elaborated in a numerical simulation for the example of the
Himalaya region. Special focus is given on the sensitivity and convergency of the
topography-induced terms with respect to the integration radius.
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1 Introduction
The practical evaluation of the geoid–quasigeoid separation (GQS) term is a subject of
ongoing discussion (e.g. Flury and Rummel 2009; Sjo¨berg 2010; Vanı´cˇek et al. 2012). We
believe that its practical importance will increase in the future. More and more, national
height reference networks are based on precise geoid or quasigeoid models so that, except
for base networks of fundamental stations, spirit leveling can be replaced by satellite
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positioning techniques in daily use. Consequently, precise knowledge of the GQS is a
prerequisite for accurate conversion between orthometric and normal heights, and thus for
the envisaged unification of national height systems. In this context, the GQS may also be
relevant in remote areas where spirit leveling is not feasible but where precise height
information is a requirement for other non-geodetic applications, e.g., water construction,
environmental monitoring, etc.
The well-known formula for the GQS according to Heiskanen and Moritz (1967)
N ¼ fþ g  c
c
H; ð1Þ
allows to determine the geoid from ground-based gravity anomalies adding some correc-
tions. N is the geoid height, f is the (surface) height anomaly, g is the mean gravity
between the geoid and the surface, c is the mean normal gravity between the ellipsoid and
the telluroid, and H is the surface height w.r.t. the geoid. This relation directly follows from
the basic definitions of the Helmert orthometric height H
C ¼ Hg ¼
ZH
H0¼0
g dH0¼:
Zh
h0¼N
g dh0 ð2Þ
and of Molodenski’s normal height HN
C ¼ HNc ¼
ZHN
HN
0¼0
c dHN
0¼:
Zhf
h0¼0
c dh0; ð3Þ
respectively. C is the geopotential height of the surface point with respect to the geoid and
h is the corresponding ellipsoidal height. h0 is the ellipsoidal height of the integration point
running along the plumbline.
In common practice, Eq. 1 is approximated by the expression
g  c  DgB; ð4Þ
where DgB is introduced as the Bouguer gravity anomaly. However, various definitions of
Bouguer anomalies are employed: both the refined (complete, i.e., including terrain effects)
or the simple (incomplete, i.e., without considering terrain effects) Bouguer anomaly may
be evaluated in either planar or spherical representation. So far, no common understanding
has been achieved which of these types of Bouguer anomalies is to be used in the context
of Eq. 4. For example, in the calculation service provided by the International Center for
Global Earth Models (ICGEM) the plate reduction is considered (Barthelmes 2009). This
approach is commonly associated with the Poincare´-Prey gradient (Heiskanen and Moritz
1967) which is used as a proxy for the actual gravity gradient inside the topographic
masses in the definition of Helmert orthometric heights. In view of the growing require-
ments of accurate height systems and the recent developments in the field of gravity
forward modeling from topography models (e.g. Hirt 2013), this approximation may be too
inaccurate not only in mountaineous regions (e.g. Sjo¨berg 2010).
Flury and Rummel (2009) presented a refined approximative formula, taking the indi-
rect effect into account. However, they eventually omit even the vertical gradient of DgB
inside the topography. Sjo¨berg (2010) discussed this aspect and derived another strict
formula, thereby in detail emphasizing the theoretical differences between the Bouguer
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gravity anomaly in the strict sense and so-called non-topographic quantities which lead to a
slightly more complex derivation. In conclusion, both formulas are expected to yield the
same numerical results at centimeter level almost anywhere on Earth, at least from the
theoretical point of view (Sjo¨berg 2010; Flury and Rummel 2011).
However, the latter authors do not finally provide estimates for a larger area regarding
the terms related to the downward continuation and the indirect effect of topography.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is not to give a complete review of all the aspects and
theoretical facets of the GQS. Instead, the motivation of the study is to investigate the
actual magnitude and spatial pattern of the terms that have been often neglected previously.
Special focus is given to the role of the integration radius of the topographic reduction
terms. However, we do not deal with the remaining problem of the unknown density
structure inside the topography which will always remain the major error source in the
computation of the GQS.
To begin with, we present another strict (theoretical) formulation which is derived in Sect. 2.
For practical evaluation a first-order approximation of the topographically reduced gravity is
considered in Sect. 2.2. This modified practical approach is then compared with Eq. 4 and the
proposed refinements of Flury and Rummel (2009) and Sjo¨berg (2010). In this context, we also
discuss the GQS as a realization of a topographic reduction scheme without condensation. The
practical implementation of the topographic effects is discussed in Sect. 2.3. Based on simu-
lated gravity data and a topography model, numerical results in the Himalaya region are derived
and discussed in Sect. 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.
2 Approach
As a main difference in comparison to Sjo¨berg (2010) we start from the gravity disturbance
dg rather than from the gravity anomaly Dg. Previously, gravity anomalies have been used
almost exclusively. However, the relevance of gravity disturbances is increasing. Due to
the availability of ellipsoidal heights from satellite positioning new gravity data are usually
gravity disturbances. This is also true for airborne gravity campaigns of formerly inac-
cessible areas, such as mountain regions, deserts, or rain forests. Gravity anomalies may be
converted to gravity disturbances by the relation
dg  Dg ¼  oc
oh
 f  þ0:3086 mGal
m
 f; ð5Þ
if the height anomaly f is given. In the most common case, the GQS is to be applied to f,
anyway. Looking at any specific region of the Earth, errors of f on the level of 0.1 m (or
even 1 m) propagate to errors of the conversion Eq. 5 on the level of 0.03 mGal (or
0.3 mGal, resp.) which is unlikely to exceed the accuracy of the corresponding terrestrial
gravity datasets in the very same area: The more accurately terrestrial gravity is known, the
more accurately the height anomaly can be computed, and the more accurately Dg may be
converted to dg, accordingly.
2.1 Modified strict formula based on the gravity disturbance and first-order
approximation
Bruns’ formula
TP ¼ f  cQ; Tg ¼ N  c0 ð6Þ
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is taken for the disturbing potential at the surface (TP) and at the geoid (Tg), resp., where f
is the (surface) height anomaly, N is the geoid height, and cQ and c0 are the normal gravity
at the telluroid and at the ellipsoid, respectively. Using the relation
dg ¼  oT
oh
; ð7Þ
the transition from TP to Tg can be expressed by
Tg  TP ¼
ZhP
h0¼N
dg dh0: ð8Þ
Inserting Eq. 8 into Eq. 6, one obtains after some conversions
N  f ¼ f cQ
c0
 1
 
þ 1
c0
ZhP
h0¼N
dg dh0: ð9Þ
A similar decomposition was already found by Sjo¨berg (2006), Eqs. 3–5. Here, we use this
relation explicitly.
We may decompose dg into the non-topographic gravity disturbance dgnt and the
attraction of the topography AT (Sjo¨berg 2010)
dg ¼ dgnt þ AT; ð10Þ
AT ¼  oV
T
oh
; ð11Þ
where VT is the corresponding topographic potential. Considering the relation (Flury and
Rummel 2009; Sjo¨berg 2010)
ZhP
h0¼N
AT dh0 ¼ VTg  VTP ; ð12Þ
it follows that
ZhP
h0¼N
dg dh0 ¼
ZhP
h0¼N
dgnt dh0 þ VTg  VTP : ð13Þ
In Eq. 13 the total effect of the vertical integration of dgnt may then be formally split into a
constituent Kdg of the surface value dgntP and a gravimetric correction KDdg taking into
account the vertical gradient of dgnt:
ZhP
h0¼N
dg dh0 ¼ dgntP  HP þ
ZhP
h0¼N
dgnt  dgntP
 
dh0 þ VTg  VTP : ð14Þ
Altogether, we find the new expression for the GQS
N  f ¼ Kdg þ KDdg þ Kind þ Kc; ð15aÞ
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where
Kdg ¼ dg
nt
P
c0
HP;
ð15bÞ
KDdg ¼ 1c0
ZhP
h0¼N
dgnt  dgntP
 
dh0; ð15cÞ
Kind ¼
VTg  VTP
c0
; and ð15dÞ
Kc ¼ f
cQ
c0
 1
 
: ð15eÞ
In particular, the term Kind (Eq. 15d) can be interpreted as the indirect effect on the
potential caused by the complete topographic reduction (see also Sect. 2.2).
Assuming a constant vertical gradient of dgnt, i.e., applying a first-order Taylor
expansion of dgnt in the surface point P, the effect of KDdg (Eq. 15c) may be approximated
to the first order by (see e.g. Sjo¨berg 2010, Eq. 20)
KDdg   H
2
P
2c0
odgnt
oh
 
P
: ð16Þ
2.2 Comparison with existing formulations
Any practical evaluation of Eq. 1 to infer the geoid from the quasigeoid requires some
density hypothesis in order to approximate the unknown actual gravity inside the topog-
raphy. A number of papers have presented different approaches to derive practical for-
mulas (e.g. Sjo¨berg 1995; Rapp 1997; Tenzer et al. 2005, 2006; Vanı´cˇek et al. 2012) to
mention only a few. It appears that, when dealing with the GQS, most authors use for-
mulations that closely follow their preferred approach of geoid determation. One possible
perspective is to break down the procedure in the following three main steps: (1) removal
of a topographic reduction in terms of gravity from the in-situ data, (2) integration along
the plumbline and (3) subsequent restoration of the indirect effect of the topography in
terms of the potential. All these contributions can be expressed by means of corrections. In
this view, Eq. 4 may be interpreted already as a zero-order realization of this procedure
where the vertical gradient of the Bouguer anomaly in step 2 (corresponding to Eq. 15c)
and the indirect effect (step 3, corresponding to Eq. 15d) are neglected.
The expressions of Eq. 15a–15e are general, i.e., in theory any arbitrary but appropriate
type of topographic reduction (e.g., with or without considering a condensation scheme) is
imaginable at this stage (see also Sect. 2.3) as long as the effects expressed by Eqs. 10 and
12 are applied consistently. For example, if a Helmert condensation scheme of the
topography was used in Eq. 10, Kind would in fact resemble the transition from the co-
geoid to the geoid. However, for this study we will concentrate on the complete topo-
graphic reduction without condensation. In this context, VTg  VTP represents the corre-
sponding indirect effect on the potential.
The additional correction Kc is the most striking difference between Eq. 15a (this study)
and Flury and Rummel (2009), Eq. 24, and Sjo¨berg (2010), Eq. 10a. As we found in a
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simulation based on EGM2008 height anomalies (Fig. 1, see also Sect. 3) its magnitude
does not exceed 2 cm for most regions of the Earth and is limited to 12 cm even at the
highest mountains. For positive topographic heights its sign is opposite to that of the height
anomaly. The term c0  Kc may be interpreted as the part of the vertically integrated
indirect effect f ocoh induced by the vertical change in c. It compensates the use of the gravity
disturbance instead of the gravity anomaly and of c0 instead of c in the other components of
Eq. 15a, which, apart from taking c at the ellipsoid, then mostly resemble respective terms
of the aforementioned existing formulas:
Kdg (Eq. 15b) is the counterpart to the main constituents of Flury and Rummel
(2009), Eq. 24, and Sjo¨berg (2010), Eq. 10a, i.e., it resembles Eq. 4 of this paper.
As to KDdg, Eqs. 15c and 16 are similar to the so-called gravimetric correction GC of
Sjo¨berg (2010), Eqs. 10c and 20.
Likewise, Kind (Eq. 15d) is similar to the topographic correction TC1 of Sjo¨berg
(2010), Eq. 12b.
So, what is the benefit of the new formulation based on the gravity disturbance if it is
equivalent to the already existing ones? It is not anymore necessary to consider the sec-
ondary indirect topographic effect on gravity! Considering Eq. 7, the additional term V
T
c
oc
oh
in Eq. 10b of Sjo¨berg (2010) vanishes if Eq. 9 of Sjo¨berg (2010) is formulated for the non-
topographic gravity disturbance dgnt. Thus, the secondary effects as discussed by Sjo¨berg
(2010), Sect. 3.1, are avoided at first by using the gravity disturbance instead of the gravity
anomaly. In this case, the quantities TC and TC1 [Sjo¨berg (2010) Eqs. 10b,12b] become
identical and differ from TC2 [Sjo¨berg (2010), Eq. 17a] and Kind (this study, Eq. 15d) only
by the respective normal gravity values. As a convenient side effect, the mean normal
gravity along the plumbline does not anymore show up explicitely so that the normal
gravity in Eq. 15a may be computed right at the ellipsoid.
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Fig. 1 Kc (meters) estimated using the 1 arc min global grids of the ETOPO1 global topography (Amante
and Eakins 2009) and EGM2008 height anomalies (Pavlis et al. 2012)
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2.3 Practical implementation of the topographic effects
Just like AT the topographic potential VTg (on the geoid) and V
T
P (at the surface point P)
which is needed for the indirect effect Kind can be derived from a digital elevation model
(DEM) by numerical integration.
Sjo¨berg (2010) proposes to use planar approximation mainly for two reasons: First, the
classic definition of the refined Bouguer gravity anomaly incorporates a planar approxi-
mation, and second, the (primary) indirect effect of the Bouguer plate vanishes. Therefore,
only the corresponding terrain potential dVTg and dV
T
P , respectively, needs to be considered
from this perspective. In this context it is also argued that the difference of the huge
potential values VT which are infinite for the Bouguer plate should be avoided in numerical
computations.
However, Vanı´cˇek et al. (2004) pointed out that the classic expression of the complete
Bouguer gravity anomaly w.r.t. to an infinite plate is not harmonic in a strict sense and, as
such, not appropriate for the task of downward continuation—as it is expressed by the term
KDdg. In contrast, the approach presented here is not limited to the planar case as A
T is not
necessarily confined to the classic (planar) definition of the Bouguer reduction. Instead, we
formulate the decomposition of the topography into a regular body and a corresponding
residual (irregular) terrain for the spherical case. This is of interest considering that, firstly,
DEM are usually given in geodetic coordinates (i.e., with good approximation, spherical
coordinates) and, secondly, discretization bodies such as tesseroids are increasingly being
used having much advantage for the computation of topographic effects in spherical
approximation (e.g. Heck and Seitz 2007; Grombein et al. 2013).
In the following, we only consider the regional evaluation of the topography using a
limited integration radius. We are aware that on modern computers topographic effects can
be computed globally, either by integration in the space domain (e.g. Grombein et al.
2014) or in terms of spherical harmonics (e.g. Hirt 2013). However, such a global approach
may not be feasible in a regional study, in particular if ultra-high resolution topography
grids are available (e.g., a 25 m, or even a 10 m DEM, as it is the case in Germany).
Considering the term Kind, the terrain potential then needs to be complemented by a
further correction which takes into account the indirect effect of a spherical cap. Let the
spherical cap be bounded by the radii r1 ¼ R and r2 ¼ R þ HP, where again HP is the
topographic height. We consider the radius w of the spherical cap to be consistent with the
maximum integration radius used for the topographic attraction AT and the terrain potential
dV. Note that the indirect effect Vg  VP discussed here is different from the so-called
‘‘topographic bias’’ which is independent from the cap size (Sjo¨berg 2007). Therefore, the
separation of the topographic potential difference into the spherical cap part and the terrain
part reads
VTg ðwÞ  VTP ðwÞ ¼ Vcapg ðwÞ  VcapP ðwÞ þ dVT;sphg ðwÞ  dVT;sphP ðwÞ: ð17Þ
The dVT;sph denote the respective residual terrain potential w.r.t. the spherical cap. The
Vcap themselves may take large values, yet they are finite and can be computed analyti-
cally. The strict formula (Heck and Seitz 2007, Eq. 52) contains rather complicated
expressions. However, taking a numerical approach it was found that the thus obtained
difference Vcapg  VcapP is directly related to the corresponding potential difference for the
spherical shell (i.e., the special case where w ¼ p). As the overlapping red lines and the
black dotted line in Fig. 2 show, it holds
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Vcapg ðwÞ  VcapP ðwÞ
V shellg  V shellP
¼ sin w
2
: ð18Þ
The difference of the topographic potential Vshell between the upper and the lower
bound is then easy to compute:
V shellg  V shellP ¼
2
3
pGqH2P 1 þ
2R
R þ HP
 
; ð19Þ
where G is the gravitational constant, q is a constant density and R is the mean Earth
radius. Finally, one obtains
Vcapg ðwÞ  VcapP ðwÞ ¼
2
3
pGqH2P 1 þ
2R
R þ HP
 
 sin w
2
ð20Þ
for the indirect effect of the spherical cap of radius w. As an example, assuming w = 3
and a density of q = 2670 kg m-3, the contribution of the spherical cap yields about
3 mm, 2.7 and 23 cm for surface heights of 1000, 3000 and 9000 m, respectively.
Alternatively, instead of taking the detour by separating spherical cap and spherical terrain,
the complete VTg  VTP in the spherical domain may also be directly computed from the
DEM.
2.4 Discussion of additional density contrasts
The simple relation Eq. 20 is only valid if P is located on the surface of a spherical cap of
uniform density. However, this is not anymore the case already if the spherical cap consists
of layers of different density. Such multiple density interfaces are formed by, e.g., the
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Fig. 2 Indirect effect Vg  VP of a spherical cap according to the strict formula (Heck and Seitz
(2007), Eq. 52) (dashed blue lines) and relative indirect effect w.r.t. to a spherical shell according to the left-
hand side of Eq. 18 (overlapping solid red lines), depending on the cap radius w and the altitude of the
computation point HP. The spherical cap is bounded by the radii R and R þ Hcap. P is located on the upper
boundary (HP ¼ Hcap) and the density of rock is assumed (q = 2670 kg m3). The dotted black curve
denotes the analytical function sin w
2
according to the right-hand side of Eq. 18
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subglacial bedrock topography in ice-covered areas (e.g., Greenland and Patagonia). Fig. 3
shows a simulation for such a scenario.
In this case, the spherical cap is constructed by superimposing two layers of bedrock
and ice, respectively. The height of the subglacial topography is taken as 1000 m, therefore
the underlying bedrock layer has a thickness of 1000 m. The point P is located on the
surface of the ice layer, and the subscript g refers to the geoid (H ¼ 0) which is equivalent
to the bottom of the bedrock layer. For simplicity, we set the density of ice to zero, so only
the density contrast of bedrock and ice needs to be evaluated. Hence, the point P is now
located as in ‘‘free air’’ with respect to the bedrock surface. The indirect effect Vcapg  VcapP
(dashed blue lines) was again computed by strictly evaluating the cumbersome analytical
formula (e.g. Heck and Seitz 2007, Eq. 52). The solid red lines indicate the relative effect
of the spherical cap with respect to the corresponding spherical shell. It becomes obvious
that in case of multiple density layers the indirect effect of the residual density layer
increases much faster already at small cap sizes which should be considered carefully when
applying Eq. 17.
3 Numerical calculations with model data
The Himalaya mountains feature the highest and among the roughest topography on the
Earth, so that the largest figures for the contributors to N  f can be expected there. The
long-wavelength (commensurate to the resolution of a GOCE model) pattern of the GQS in
this region has already been inspected by Bagherbandi and Tenzer (2013), but so far only
based on the approximation (Eq. 4) by means of the Bouguer plate reduction. Therefore,
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Fig. 3 Indirect effect Vg  VP of a spherical cap (dashed blue lines) and relative indirect effect w.r.t. to a
spherical shell (solid red lines), depending on the cap radius w and the altitude of computation point HP (see
caption of Fig. 2 for further explanations). Similarly to Fig. 2, the spherical cap is bounded by the radii R
and R þ Hcap with Hcap = 1000 m. Again, the dotted black curve denotes the analytical function sin w2.
However, differently from Fig. 2 the altitude HP now varies (HP Hcap) and the density of the cap is now
Dq = qbedrock  qice = 1753 kg m3. Thus, this scenario resembles the additional density contrast of a
subglacial bedrock topography: The computation point P located at the ice surface of varying thickness is in
‘‘free air’’ with respect to the spherical cap of residual density Dq, so that Eq. 18 is no longer valid
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the Himalaya and the adjacent region (60–105 E, 15–45 N) provide a suitable test area
to estimate the magnitude and spatial pattern of the individual corrections. Furthermore, we
want to study the effect of the integration radius on the results. Therefore, we intend our
numerical study to be understood rather as a simulation based on ‘‘error-free data’’.
The height anomaly and gravity anomaly grids provided with EGM2008 (Pavlis et al.
2012, 2013) and the 1 arc min DEM of ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins 2009) served as
realistic data for this simulation. Contrary to using spherical caps as described in Sect. 2.3,
the topographic effects AT and VTg  VTP were directly computed by means of prism
integration with respect to a reference sphere and applying different integration radii (20,
100, 300, 500 km). To this end, the TC program of the GRAVSOFT software package
(Forsberg and Tscherning 2008) was modified to allow computation points at the lower
bound of the topography. Regarding term KDdg the approximation according to Eq. 16 was
introduced. In order to estimate the vertical gradient of the non-topographic gravity dis-
turbance ooh dg
nt
 
P
we made use of the GRAVSOFT program GEOFOUR (Fourier
transform in planar approximation).
EGM2008 provides a nominal spectral resolution around 18 km. Thus, the non-topo-
graphic gravity disturbance dgnt ¼ dg  AT needs to be low-pass filtered to ensure con-
sistency between the gravity model and the DEM. Otherwise, the omission error of
EGM2008 will appear as high-frequency noise in Kdg and, thus, in KDdg. We found that a
simple 20 km boxcar filter applied to dgnt and a 20 km Wiener filter in the estimation of
the gravity gradient provided reasonably smooth results. Hence, the finest topographic
structures of the total N  f effect cannot be resolved in our numerical experiment.
However, the study of differences alone, only due to changes of the integration radius,
enables useful insights related to the indirect effect Kind also at the full spectral resolution
of the DEM. To this end, in the following we will refer to the difference of two effects ðÞ
associated with different underlying representations of topography a and b by the notation
b
aDðÞ ¼ bðÞ  aðÞ, where numbers stand for the integration radius in km in the spherical
case and plateðÞ denotes the infinite Bouguer plate without terrain corrections.
However, we did not finally filter the results of the individual K terms itself. The only
purpose of the abovementioned filter is to ensure that the simulated dgnt data are rea-
sonably smooth, as it could be expected already without filtering if real terrestrial gravity
data were used. However, even then Kdg and Kind would anyway show a different spectral
pattern than dgnt. On the one hand, Kdg depends on the smooth dgnt and the possibly rough
topographic height. Thus, over rough terrain Kdg is likely to contain signal at higher
frequencies compared to dgnt itself! On the other hand, if dgnt is considered filtered but the
topographic attraction AT (Eq. 10) itself is not, the effective resolution of Kind is then also
only related to that of the DEM.
The EGM2008 height anomalies served to estimate Kc, in the same manner as
demonstrated in Fig. 1 for the whole Earth, and to convert the grid of gravity anomalies to
gravity disturbances, which were resampled to the 1 arc min grid of the DEM. The non-
topographic gravity disturbance was then computed as dgnt ¼ dgEGM2008  AT and sub-
sequently filtered as explained above. From this product, the vertical gradients were
estimated. Finally, Kdg, KDdg and Kind were computed according to Eqs. 15b, 16 and 15d,
respectively. The results related to a 500 km integration radius are illustrated in Fig. 4 and
Table 1.
In our example Kc takes positive values at the order of some centimeters and is rather
weakly (in contrast to the terms Kdg and Kind) correlated with the topography. According to
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the regional behavior of the non-topographic gravity disturbance dgnt the term Kdg, and
thus N  f, is mainly negative and at the order of 2–3 m in the highland of Tibet which is
in agreement with the figures as reported by e.g. Flury and Rummel (2009). As it is well
known, Kdg is strongly, i.e., almost linearly, correlated with topography. Its maxima
coincide with the largest elevations of topography. In contrast, a comparison with a map of
slopes derived from the DEM (not shown here) confirmed that the strongest signal in Kind
appears either along mountain ridges (positive values) or along the adjacent steep slopes of
deep and narrow valleys (negative values), as already discussed by Flury and Rummel
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Fig. 4 ETOPO1 global 1 arc min topography, simulated N  f and constituents displayed for the whole
Himalaya test area and for a zoom-in in the highlands of Tibet. Spherical representation of the topography
with 500 km integration radius is used
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(2009). However, the indirect effect is close to zero over high plateaus. In this way, Kind
partly compensates for the short-wavelength signal in Kdg resulting in a notably smoothed
and slightly decorrelated total effect N  f. Finally, the vertical change of dgnt along the
plumbline yields estimates of KDdg up to the order of some decimeters in rugged terrain. At
the short scales KDdg is as well partly correlated with topography as it depends on ele-
vation. However, it also exhibits a characteristic pattern on a coarser scale. All over the
highland of Tibet it is mainly negative, whereas the steep boundaries with the adjacent
lowlands are dominated by positive values.
Looking at Fig. 5 and Table 2, it becomes clear that both baDKind and
b
aDðN  fÞ con-
verge toward zero for increasing integration radii. Already 20 km is sufficient in low and
flat terrain. An integration radius of 100 km covers the regional signal of flat basins and,
down to the decimeter, most of the terrain effects adjacent to steep mountains. Finally, the
omission error 500300DðN  fÞ does not exceed 1.4 cm for the given DEM resolution of 1 arc
min. The contribution of KDdg appears to be almost independent from the topographic
model. Certainly, based on a rather crude global DEM and gravity model our simulation
omits the local ultra-short wavelength signal in areas of very rough terrain. In this context,
Flury and Rummel (2009) discussed that a DEM resolution of 1 km may result in errors of
up to 7 cm. However, the main characteristic behavior of N  f in rough terrain is resolved
in our experiment.
In this context, we also consider the simple plate approximation plateAT ¼ 2pGqHP. As
already mentioned, the indirect effect plateKind of an infinite plate vanishes. Thus, the
question is whether N  f could be computed strictly without any terrain reduction. Fol-
lowing the ideas of Sjo¨berg (2007) this scenario may be imagined as a situation where the
residual terrain w.r.t. the infinite plate is ‘‘hovering’’ and has a borehole of infinitely small
radius in P so that the plumbline is theoretically in ‘‘free air.’’ However, in this case the
first-order approximation underlying Eq. 16 will not suit the actual gravity gradient
according to Eq. 14, which in this hypothetical situation still contains the unmodelled
effect of the terrain. This is confirmed by examining Fig. 5 and Table 2. In other words, in
case that AT is constructed of the infinite Bouguer plate without any terrain correction, the
avoided Kind is just algebraically shifted to the strict KDdg according to Eq. 15c [compare
also Flury and Rummel (2009), Eq. 19 and Sects. 4 and 6].
Table 1 Statistics of simulated N  f and its constituents for a spherical representation of the topography
with 500 km integration radius
Himalaya test area Tibet zoom-in area
Mean SD Min. Max. Mean SD Min. Max.
Kc ?0.018 0.019 ?0.000 ?0.090 ?0.043 0.005 ?0.028 ?0.057
Kdg –0.543 0.867 –3.768 ?0.044 –2.863 0.322 –3.768 –1.964
KDdg –0.002 0.010 –0.133 ?0.360 –0.018 0.033 –0.095 ?0.086
Kind ?0.020 0.051 –0.324 ?1.538 ?0.101 0.126 –0.318 ?0.550
N  f –0.506 0.821 –3.387 ?1.012 –2.738 0.300 –3.387 –2.123
The test areas refer to Fig. 4
Units are in meters
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4 Conclusions
A strict formulation of the GQS term is deduced based on the non-topographic gravity
disturbance. With respect to the topographic reduction the approach is general, i.e., it is not
confined to the classic planar Bouguer reduction. As Sjo¨berg (2012) points out, the
approach may be applied for any arbitrary topographic reduction model, e.g., using iso-
static anomalies. The only requirements (see Eq. 15a) are that, firstly, the (surface) height
anomaly f is a-priori known, secondly, the representation of the topography is the same for
AT and VT, and, thirdly, the terrain potential dVT in Kind is properly complemented by the
non-vanishing indirect effect of a spherical cap (see Eq. 20) if a spherical representation of
the topography is to be used and VT is not evaluated directly.
This formula is not restricted to the geoid. It may be used to evaluate the downward-
continuation of f, or synonymously of T, inside the topography to any arbitrary level (or,
more general, surface) HP0 . For example, it has been adapted to infer the equilibrium
surface of the subglacial Lake Vostok, Antarctica (Schwabe et al. 2014). Given that the
topography in AT and VT is defined accordingly, one only needs to replace the geoid-
related quantities ðÞg by ðÞP0 , c0 by cQ0 (related to to the telluroid point Q0 associated with
P0) and, finally, HP by HP  HP0 . In case that HP0 is not constant also the respective terrain
potential related to the lower bound of the topography needs to be considered.
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Fig. 5 Differences of simulated N  f for selected representations of topography: infinite plate versus
spherical representation with different integration radii, displayed for the whole Himalaya test area and for a
zoom-in in the highlands of Tibet
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Our numerical simulation for the Himalayan region confirms the anticipated behavior of
N  f as described by Flury and Rummel (2009). Whereas in lowlands and flat basins the
well-known approximation by means of the Bouguer anomaly (Eq. 4) gives results
Table 2 Statistics of differences of simulated N  f and its constituents for selected representations of
topography: infinite plate versus spherical representation and different integration radii
Himalaya test area Tibet zoom-in area
Mean SD Min. Max. Mean SD Min. Max.
Differences DKdg
20
plate
DKdg
?0.066 0.122 ?0.000 ?0.994 ?0.427 0.084 ?0.219 ?0.626
100
20
DKdg
–0.051 0.098 –0.629 ?0.008 –0.336 0.071 –0.506 –0.174
300
100
DKdg
–0.016 0.028 –0.139 ?0.000 –0.098 0.016 –0.135 –0.057
500
300
DKdg
–0.009 0.014 –0.067 ?0.000 –0.038 0.005 –0.053 –0.023
Differences DKDdg
20
plate
DKDdg
?0.001 0.003 –0.015 ?0.119 ?0.005 0.008 –0.013 ?0.027
100
20
DKDdg
–0.001 0.002 –0.068 ?0.020 –0.004 0.006 –0.020 ?0.009
300
100
DKDdg
?0.000 0.000 –0.008 ?0.003 –0.001 0.001 –0.004 ?0.001
500
300
DKDdg
?0.000 0.000 –0.001 0.000 –0.000 0.000 –0.001 ?0.000
Differences DKind
20
plate
DKind
?0.001 0.029 –0.331 ?1.115 ?0.003 0.091 –0.310 ?0.346
100
20
DKind
?0.004 0.011 –0.060 ?0.311 ?0.020 0.029 –0.052 ?0.103
300
100
DKind
?0.008 0.014 ?0.000 ?0.086 ?0.047 0.009 ?0.020 ?0.073
500
300
DKind
?0.007 0.012 ?0.000 ?0.057 ?0.031 0.004 ?0.018 ?0.044
Differences DðN  fÞ
20
plate
DðN  fÞ ?0.067 0.132 –0.066 ?2.170 ?0.435 0.157 ?0.030 ?0.940
100
20
DðN  fÞ –0.048 0.092 –0.504 ?0.001 –0.320 0.054 –0.448 –0.196
300
100
DðN  fÞ –0.008 0.015 –0.072 ?0.000 –0.052 0.008 –0.071 –0.034
500
300
DðN  fÞ –0.001 0.002 –0.013 ?0.000 –0.007 0.001 –0.010 –0.004
500
plate
DðN  fÞ ?0.009 0.039 –0.313 ?1.516 ?0.048 0.100 –0.229 ?0.550
The test areas refer to Fig. 5
Units are in meters
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accurate to the centimeter level, the effect of rough terrain is not limited to the flanks and
valleys in the direct vicinity of large peaks. The total (direct and indirect) contribution of
topography may exceed 1 cm even in a far zone up to 500 km (see the omission error
500
300DðN  fÞ displayed in Fig. 5 and Table 2) which should be considered. Future simu-
lations may focus on the magnitude and spatial pattern of short-scale variations of KDdg,
provided a high-resolution gravity model is available that is spectrally consistent with the
topographic effects modeled by means of the DEM.
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